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Successful completion of this CME activity enables the participant to earn up to 7.5 CME credits.
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During Your Meeting:

meeting:

meetings because any online meeting that is not properly secured is at risk. Here are ways you can protect your

However, they are facing a new threat called Zoombombing. Zoombombing is when malicious parties join Zoom

Zoom meetings have been useful for online meetings and collaboration across the department and institution.

Zoombombing Information

Turnout by Friday, May 15.

Please make sure to have all of your educational lectures through April 30th that are eligible for AAA points in

If you would like to receive a pre-populated AAA application as in the past, please ensure your CV is updated

CV Updates for the AAA Program

or

Check out our new website!

that you would like to contribute, submit it

The Department website now includes features from the Faculty and Staff COVID Support Team. Visit the new

Our department is offering a series of online lectures and discussions on current anesthetic topics. The lectures will

the Department of Anesthesiology Global Anesthesiology team is coordinating this lecture series with

In response to COVID-19, VUMC and Vanderbilt Institute for Global Health are partnering with Assist International

In anesthesia.

procedure. This is being introduced to decrease the frequency of long blood pressure monitoring gaps during

New eStar Feature for Anesthesia – Blood Pressure Gap Detection

You can now use the Quality Capture App feature to provide constructive feedback on VPEC evaluations, both for

- Warren S. Sandberg, MD, PhD

19 questions.

IMPORTANT: COVID-19 UPDATE ON WEBSITE

Anesthesiology Education Conference Schedule

3. Consider alterations in care that may be required in the time of COVID and supply chain disruption.

2. Describe the evidence from ERAS care pathways at VUMC.

At the end of this session, the learner should be able to:

Goals and Objectives:

All are invited.

Matthew McEvoy, MD
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